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MEETING NOTICE

TRAVELS IN THE YUCATAN is the title of Mr. Brenton HelIyer's talk, which
will be presented to our Chapter on Thursday, April 12 in the Gallery of
Somerville House.

Meeting time is 8:00 P.M. Come out, experience Mexico,

and forget this miserable Spring!

EXECUTIVE REPORT

All executive members were able to attend the April 1 meeting
in St. Thomas, where the group was informed by Norah that a 47 seat bus
had been booked for our October tour and that the Chapter had reserved
rooms in Niagara Falls, Ontario; Syracuse, New York and Gananoque, Ontario.
Further information concerning the tour itinerary is provided in the
Social Report of this issue.
A careful count of the eight ballots received for the Chapter
logo contest indicated that design number five had won - the bannerstone
motif. Mr. Ian Kenyon will be presented with his prize at our upcoming
meeting, at which time our new stationery should be available for inspection
by the membership.
Much of last Sunday's meeting was taken up in discussions regarding
the 1980 Ontario Archaeological Society symposium,which the executive would

like to host in London. Providing there is support from our Chapter membership,
a formal request for the symposium will be submitted to the central executive
in Toronto and an organizing committee will be struck some time in June.
Rudy indicated that,should we plan to hold the 1980 Symposium at the downtown
Holiday Inn, we would have to reserve the facilities shortly. Apparently,
the first two weekends of October 1980 are already booked!
The final topic on the agenda concerned our July 14 Chapter picnic.
Jim Keron has offered the use of his extensive land holdings in Thamesford
and the membership will be offered the chance to try their hand at flint
knapping and soil flotation techniques.

The following is our third research article of the year. You
will notice that the same authors have been submitting the majority of
these papers and there is only one way of avoiding this relentless
assault - submit one yourself!

THE SUB-GREYWACKE LANCEOLATE BI FACE IN THE AUSABLE VALLEY
IAN T. KENYON
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SATCHELL COMPLEX
In an earlier issue of KEWA, Bill
Fox (1978) discussed the distribution and
petrology of sub-greywacke - a distinctive
"granular" lithic used by certain prehistoric
Ontario cultures for chipped bifaces and
ground celts. While the celts appear to
have a fairly wide temporal distribution,
the chipped bifaces are largely restricted
to a single period. In Michigan the
"Satchell Complex" (Peske 1963) is
characterized by the extensive use of
sub-greywacke (called argillite in the
Michigan literature) for biface manufacture.
The so-called Satchell complex extends into
extreme Southwestern Ontario (Figure 1)
although here sub-greywacke artifacts are
found side-by-side with identical tools
made from Ontario cherts. Sub-greywacke •
bifaces are particularly numerous in
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the lower A.usable (Kenyon 1978) and
Thames (Chillingworth 1965) valleys.
FIGURE 1.
The age of the Satchell Complex is
a matter of considerable debate among archaeologists: some date it to the
Paleo-Indian (eg. Peske 1963), othersto the Late Archaic (Roosa 1966)
and yet others see it as a long lived traditional extending from the
1

Paleo-Indian to near the end of the Archaic (Brose 1976).

Peske (1963) divided the Satchel! bifaces into four major
classes which he labelled types I through IV. Type IV is a side notched
point and it is quite rare, only 3.6% of the Michigan bifaces (13 of 360)
belonged to this class. Types II and III are straight stemmed points:
the two types are differentiated by the narrow shoulders of the former
class and the broad shoulders of the latter class. These two "types"
tend to intergrade and, in practice, are difficult to distinguish;
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FIGURE 2. Sub-greywacke
Lanceolate Bifaces from
the Ausable Valley.
Sites: 1-3, Desjardins;
4, Davidson.

Fresh
Break.

FIGURE 3. Location of Use
Wear. Stippling denotes
areas of intensive wear.

width variation can be better expressed as a continuous variable, an actual
measurement of width, rather than as an arbitrary dichotomy. Stemmed points
are common in Peske's Michigan collections and constitute 54.7% (197 of 360)
of the bifaces. Unstemmed, lanceolate bifaces with straight or convex bases
are classed by Peske as Type I and represent 41.6% of his sample. It is
this last type which is the topic of the present paper.
In the Ausable Valley of Southwestern Ontario, sub-greywacke
lanceolate bifaces are found as a minority artifact class in certain
Late Archaic sites where they are invariably associated with straight
stemmed points (see KEWA, November 1978, for illusrations). In the
Ausable, lanceolate bifaces of sub-greywacke have been recovered from
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FIGURE 4:

Width and Thickness Scattergram of Bifaces from
the Si sung Site (Michigan). Data from Cufr 1973.

the Davidson (2 specimens) and Desjardins (5) sites. The Davidson site
(Kenyon 1978) is located beside the Ausable River just northeast of
Thedford; Desjardins (Bertulli and Wolfe 1973) is about 3 kilometers
southeast of Davidson and several kilometers east of the river.

AUSABLE VALLEY

SISUNG (MICHIGAN)
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SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR BIFACE WIDTH (W) AND THICKNESS (T)

What are these lanceolate bifaces? There a number of possibilities:
they may be blanks, projectile points, knives, strike-a-lights and so forth.
Peske (1963) assumed that all of his four types were projectile points. The
stemmed bifaces are almost certainly points although some of these could
have served, on occasion, other functions. There are several reasons for
believing that the lanceolate bifaces are not projectile points: unlike
the stemmed bifaces, the unstemmed ones tend to have wavy, irregular

margins and the lateral edges are often markedly assymetrical (see Figure 2);
their tips, bases and faces, at least in the Ausable specimens, frequently
display heavy use-wear. While a few of the lanceolate bifaces may be blanks
or preforms (especially Figure 2:4), the majority of them are clearly not.
The presence of use-wear on some specimens argues against them being preforms
as does a consideration of their metrical properties.
METRICAL PATTERNS

If a collection of preforms (i.e. unfinished bifaces in various
stages of manufacture) were compared with the finished (i.e. hafted)
projectile points from the same assemblage, the two groups would display
certain metrical differences. More specifically, an examination of width
and thickness measurements would show that preforms are on the whole:
1) greater in absolute thickness; 2) greater in absolute width;
3) have higher thickness-width (T/W) ratios; 4) in general more variable
in size and shape (as, let say, expressed by higher standard deviations
on the previous three attributes).
In order to examine more closely the relationship between biface
width and thickness, data from the Sisung site (Cufr 1973), located in S.E.
Michigan near Lake Erie, will be used as a case study. Of all the Satchel!
sites in the literature, Sisung has the largest sample of bifaces (12 unstemmed,
30 stemmed) for which measurements are available. Summary statistics for this
site are given in Table 1 and they include the mean, standard deviation and
correlation coefficients - the calculation and significance of these measures
are explained in any introductory book on statistics. The "generalized variance"
requires further comment: in this table, this statistic can be interpreted as
a measure of the overall variability of width and thickness so that low values
indicate biface cross-sections with fairly uniform sizes and shapes with higher
values reflecting less uniformity (i.e. greater variability). (More specifically
the "generalized variance" is the determinant of the covariance matrix which is
derived from the thickness and width measurements - see Morrison, 1967, for
further details). The thickness and width measurements for Sisung are plotted
in Figure 4. In this graph, the dotted lines are thickness/width (T/W) ratios
and the broken lines indicate the trends for each biface class. These trend
lines show the relationship between thickness and width, the degree to which
wider bifaces tend to be thicker, and they are drawn so that they pass through
the bivariate means and have lengths proportionate to the sample's variability
(longer lines indicate greater variability). A comparison of the two Sisung
biface classes shows several differences: 1) the unstemmed bifaces tend to
be thicker but narrower; 2) the unstemmed bifaces are proportionately thicker
with T/W ratios mostly falling between .40 and .55 as opposed to the stemmed
bifaces which cluster between .25 and .40 (see Figure 4); 3) the lanceolate
bifaces are less variable (note the smaller "generalized variance" values in
Table 1 and the shorter trend line in Figure 4). The Sisung lanceolates are
like preforms in that they are thicker, both absolutely and relatively; they
are unlike preforms in that they are narrower than the stemmed points and
display less variation in their cross-section size and shape. This last
characteristic seems important since it shows that the unstemmed bifaces
have a highly standardized cross-section despite their rather irregular
lateral edges. This supports the conclusion that lanceolate bifaces are
finished tools, not preforms, and made according a fairly specific "mental
template".

Table 1 also provides summary statistics for sub-greywacke
bifaces from the Ausable Valley. The stemmed points are all from the
Desjardins site as are 5 of the 7 unstemmed bifaces. Only 4 of the
lanceolate specimens are complete; these have an averaqe length of
81.25 mm with a standard deviation of 15.37 mm. The surviving lengths
of the 3 broken bifaces are 64, 87 and 88 mm. Although the sample
size for the Ausable is much smaller than for Sisung, the same basic
pattern emerges: the lanceolates tend to be thick but narrow and have
cross-sections with a fairly uniform size and shape as indicated by
the low "generalized variance" value. The similarity of the Ausable
and Sisung biface metrics also demonstrates the cultural ties which
link the Ontario and Michigan "Satchel!" sites: in the S.E. Michigan S.W. Ontario area, the technology of the sub-greywacke biface industry
appears to be quite uniform over space.
WEAR PATTERNS

From a study of the 7 Ausable Valley specimens some generalizations
can be made about the form and location of use-wear on lanceolate bifaces.
Wear in the form of highly smoothed and rounded surfaces occurs in several
distinct loci (Fiqure 3). The most extreme wear is found on the biface
tips (Figure 3 : 1-3; Figure 5). Tip use-wear striations are not well
defined and are observable only under the microscope. While there is
some variation in the orientation of these striations, they tend to be
parallel or oblique, rather than perpendicular, to the long axis of the
biface. When in use, the tools must have been moved perpendicular to
the broad axis of their tips (Figure 5 : arrow). Similar wear occurs
on the bases of some specimens (Figure 3: 1-3): the broad bases and
narrower tips appear to have served similar functions. The lanceolate
bifaces, then, could be double ended tools; thus, it is unlikely that
they were hafted. Some smoothing is displayed along the lateral edges
(especially Figure 2:1) although this is not so prominent as the wear
which occurs on tips and bases. If these bifaces were hand held (selfhandled) rather than hafted, then this lateral edge smoothing may have
resulted from the finger wear which occurs on the handle of any well used
tool. High points on the biface cheeks may also be smoothed - this, too
may be from finger wear. This use-wear pattern is not confined entirely
to the lanceolate bifaces. At least one stemmed sub-greywacke point
from Desjardins has all the wear characteristics described above including
some smoothing on the surfaces of both its blade and stem. The presence
of wear on the stem indicates that it was used when unhafted. The tips
usually form a gentle arc (Figure 3) with the smoothed surface extending
back a short distance along the edges and flake ridges. The extreme
bluntness of the tips and their roundness in both planar and side views
certainly narrows the range of possible use for these tools: they could
not have serviced efficiently for cutting, piercing or scraping. The
extreme degree of wear as well as the characteristic bluntness suggests
that these tools were vigourously rubbed against some fairly soft,
yielding substance, perhaps wood or leather, rather than some hard
material such as stone (as with strike-a-lights).

I suspect, but cannot
demonstrate conclusively, that
these lanceolate tools were used
as skin stretchers or smoothers
in leather preparation. This
interpretation does not exclude
other functions: if these bifaces
were first used, lets say, as
knives and subsequently employed
as "rubbers" then the wear patterns
created by the later function would
obscure evidence for the earlier
PLANAR
SIDE
one. Unfortunately the literature
on the Michigan-Ohio lanceolate
biface provides little information
Figure 5: Typical Tip Wear
on the question of use-wear
although, as discussed earlier,
Pattern for Lanceolate
they are morphologically
Bifaces. (Diagramatic)
similar to the Ontario specimens.
Whether the distinctive wear observed on the Ausable bifaces is a localized
phenomenon or is part of a more widely spread pattern must await further
studies.
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SOCIAL REPORT
The Museum of Indian Archaeology will officially open this
Thursday, April 5. Our congratulations to Dr. Bill Finlayson and his
staff, whose efforts have and will benefit Ontario archaeology by
creating a greater public awareness and appreciation for Southwestern
Ontario's rich heritage.

Congratulations also to the Ontario Archaeological Society's
first administrator, Mr. Charles Garrad, who was recently hired on a
part time basis.
Our new president, Norah McWilliam, is now employed in Owen
Sound and resident in Chatsworth. She will continue to commute for
executive and general Chapter meetings - there's dedication!

CHAPTER SUMMER PICNIC
Circle July 14 on your calendar, then bring your food and
refreshments for an afternoon and evening of entertainment in Thamesford!
The mysteries of flotation will be explored and the secrets of knapping
will be revealed (bring your own band-aids). Many other events are
planned to keep you amused and informed.

NEW YORK STATE BUS TOUR
OCTOBER 5-8, 1979
This year's tour will highlight visits to Divers Lake; the Lewiston
Mound; Museum of Anthropology, S.U.N.Y. Buffalo; Rochester Museum and Science
Center, and the New York State Museum in Albany, New York; as well as, the
Serpent Mound site and Peterborough Petrographs in Ontario. Your cost for
this three day tour is $90.00 and includes all travel in a modern tour bus,
fine accommodations and entry into all museums and parks.
You can register for the tour by sending your name, address and
a $30.00 deposit to Mr. George Connoy (Chapter Treasurer, 762 Elm St.,
St. Thomas, Ontario N5R 1L4) before June 30, 1979. Further information
can be obtained by contacting any of the Chapter executive or by writing
the KEWA Editor, 55 Centre Street, London, Ontario N6J 1T4.

There are a limited number of seats, so register early to
avoid disappointment.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The enclosed addendum concerns the research paper by
W. Fox in our previous issue.

